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Part 1: Heat treatment in He and O2
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Abstract

The structure of the iron species in mildly calcined over-exchanged Fe/ZSM5, prepared by CVD of FeCl3, was studied during hea
treatments in He or O2/He (50:50) by coupling in situ Fe K edge HR-XANES and EXAFS. The majority of iron appears to be pres
Fe-binuclear complexes. EXAFS shows that the closest Fe–O shell in the complexes can be described with a [HO–Fe–O–Fe–O]2+ core.
Heating to a moderate temperature (up to∼ 150◦C) results in the desorption of water from the Fe-coordination sphere, in He as w
in a O2/He (50:50) mixture. The composition of the gas phase strongly influences the changes occurring to the binuclear com
the 150–350◦C temperature range. Above 250◦C in He a significant fraction of iron undergoes autoreduction. This is accompanied b
removal of approximately one oxygen atom from the closest Fe–O shell, ascribable to the Fe–O–Fe bridging oxygen atom. The p
oxygen in the gas phase (PO2 = 0.5 bar), on the contrary, suppresses the auto-reduction capability of the binuclear complexes by in
the removal of the Fe–O–Fe bridging oxygen.
 2003 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Iron-exchanged ZSM5 has recently attracted consi
able attention due to its ability to catalyze diverse se
tive oxidation reactions. Its activity has been demonstra
for the selective oxidation of benzene to phenol using N2O
[1–5], the catalytic decomposition of N2O [6–9], and for the
selective catalytic reduction of nitrogen oxides using hyd
carbons (HC-SCR) [10–12].

While the catalytic properties of iron-exchanged ZSM
are well established, a debate is open in the literature
the nature and the reactivity of the Fe-active phase.
discussion is complicated by the fact that diverse synth
techniques are used, resulting in different Fe/ZSM5 materi-
als. These differences concern (i) the way by which iro
loaded (synthesis or post-synthesis methods); (ii) the ch
ical composition of the starting ZSM5 support (Si/Al ratio);
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(iii) the amount of iron loaded; (iv) the activation treatme
applied to the obtained Fe/ZSM5 (calcination, activation in
vacuo or steaming).

Fe-framework substituted ZSM5, activated by calcinat
in vacuo or by steaming at high temperature, has shown
markable activity towards the selective oxidation of benz
to phenol by N2O and towards the decomposition of N2O
[1–9]. Studies by Ribera et al. [5] and Ramírez et al. [1
performed on Fe-framework substituted ZSM5, activated
steaming (∼ 0.6 Fe wt%), have shown that during the a
tivation treatment different Fe species are formed. Th
species vary from isolated extra framework Fe oxo-ions
oligonuclear oxo-iron complexes located in the zeolite ch
nels to larger highly dispersed iron–oxide nanoparticles
the external surface of the zeolite. Experiments with 1,3
trimethylbenzene, too large to fit inside the zeolite po
have demonstrated that the latter are not involved in the
idation of benzene to phenol [5]. This observation supp
the idea that only highly dispersed Fe species located w
the zeolite channels are responsible for the peculiar se
tive oxidation properties of Fe/ZSM5. Panov and cowork
ers have ascribed the catalytic activity of this material to
eserved.

http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jcat
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presence of extra-framework binuclear iron species, loc
in the zeolite micropores and formed by extraction of i
from the zeolite matrix during the activation treatment.
reaction with N2O these iron centers are believed to be
pable of generating a specially reactive oxygen [1–4,14–
This oxygen (calledα-oxygen by the authors) is believed
be responsible for the oxidation of benzene to phenol alre
at room temperature.

Binuclear Fe oxo-hydroxospecies located at the Brøn
site positions of the framework have been proposed to
the active phase also in Fe/ZSM5 prepared by the chemic
vapor deposition (CVD) of anhydrous FeCl3 [7,10,11,17].
Together with aqueous ion exchange [18] and solid-s
ion exchange [19–24], CVD of FeCl3 belongs to the so
called post-synthesis loading techniques. With the C
technique Fe is exchanged from the gas phase at ar
330◦C for the H+ Brønsted sites of an acidic Al-ZSM
support. Final steps in the synthesis are a washing proce
followed by drying in air and calcination in oxygen [10,25
The as-obtained material presents major differences w
compared to the activated Fe-framework substituted ZS
mentioned earlier. First, a significantly higher iron load
can be achieved (∼ 5 Fe wt%, depending on the Si/Al
ratio). Secondly, no significant damage occurs to the ze
framework during the activation (calcination) [25]. Th
indicates that the formation of active Fe species does
require extraction of aluminum from the zeolite framewo

The identification of the active phase with binucle
Fe oxo-hydroxo complexes in Fe/ZSM5 by FeCl3 CVD
is based on results obtained by H2 and CO TPR, FTIR
EPR, and isotopic exchange with18O2 [7,10,11,17,26]. The
binuclear Fe complexes, with the proposed core struc
[HO–Fe–O–Fe–OH]2+, are believed to be responsible f
the decomposition of N2O [7] and for the selective reductio
of NO by hydrocarbons in the presence of excess oxy
[10,11,26].

EXAFS studies performed by Marturano et al. [27,2
and by our group [25,29] have confirmed that, indeed,
binuclear complexes are largely present in Fe/ZSM5 ob-
tained by CVD. The structure of these binuclear comple
after washing, resembles that of the closest Fe-binuc
building unit inα-goethite [25,28]. In this unit two octahe
drally coordinated iron atoms are symmetrically connec
via two hydroxyl groups [30,31].

A major problem in determining a structure activity re
tion for the active phase in Fe/ZSM5 is that for activated Fe
framework substituted ZSM5, as well as for Fe/ZSM5 pre-
pared by FeCl3 CVD, Fe species (spectators) different fro
binuclear complexes are present [7,17,25,26]. In partic
Fe-binuclear complexes can undergo agglomeration du
calcination [25], finally resulting in the formation of cataly
ically inactive [3,10,24] goethite and hematite crystals on
external surface of the zeolite. However, as demonstrate
a previous study by our group [25], agglomeration of iron
Fe/ZSM5 obtained by CVD can be controlled by adequa
tuning the conditions applied during calcination. Agglom
d

,

ation of Fe species can be significantly suppressed by
plying a mild calcination procedure, obtained by couplin
moderate temperature ramp with a high gas flow rate.
resulting mildly calcined Fe/ZSM5 is, therefore, the be
suited material for establishing a structure-activity relat
for Fe/ZSM5 synthesized by CVD.

The objective of this work is to study the reactivity
the Fe species present in Fe/ZSM5 obtained by CVD o
FeCl3. The reactivity of oxygen is of particular interest sin
it represents the key step for the decomposition of N2O [7],
as well as for the HC-SCR of NO [10,11,17,26]. T
oxidation state of iron and its local environment in a mild
calcined Fe/ZSM5 sample have been monitored dur
heating treatments in He and O2, by combining the results o
in situ EXAFS and high-resolution (HR)-XANES. The HR
XANES of the Fe K edge, especially the pre-edge fea
(related to 1s→ 3d metal electronic transitions [32–34
provides detailed information on both the oxidation state
iron and the coordination geometry [35]. This informat
can be used as input for the analysis of the EXA
data. Furthermore, both HR-XANES and EXAFS ben
from the advantage of being applicable in situ, i.e.,
reaction temperature and in the presence of reactants.
combination is, therefore, a powerful tool for tracki
structural changes occurring on iron during gas treatm
and catalytic reactions. From the results obtained in
study a model will be proposed for the reactivity of t
Fe species present in Fe/ZSM5 during heating treatmen
in helium and oxygen. In a subsequent paper a struc
activity relation will be presented for the selective reduct
of NO by hydrocarbons in the presence of excess oxy
[10,11,26].

2. Experimental

2.1. Preparation of the sample

Over-exchanged Fe/ZSM5 was prepared following th
FeCl3 CVD method proposed by Chen et al. [10] a
extensively described in our previous work [25]. Particu
attention was paid to calcination. The procedure app
(mild calcination) was identical to the procedure propo
in our previous work [25]. The sample was heated und
He flow of 800 ml/min with a moderate temperature ram
(0.5◦C/min) to 200◦C. At this temperature, 200 ml/min
of O2 were added to the He flow while, under the sa
temperature ramp, heating was continued to 550◦C. After
3 h at 550◦C, the temperature was decreased to 30◦C.
The resulting sample, stored in air, will be referred to
Fe/ZSM5.

2.2. ICP, N2 physisorption, XRD

The elemental composition of the starting H/ZSM5 sup-
port and of Fe/ZSM5 was determined by using inductive
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coupled plasma emission spectroscopy. 0.10 g of the s
ples were mixed in a platinum cup together with 0.40 g
Li-tetraborate and 0.20 g of Li-metaborate and heated
925◦C. This temperature was maintained for 1 h. After co
ing, the resulting soluble borate was dissolved in 330 ml H
(1.0 M), diluted to 1000 ml with doubly deionized water, a
analyzed.

The micropore volume of the acidic support and
Fe/ZSM5 (after washing and after calcination) was de
mined by N2 physisorption, using a Micromeritics ASA
2010, as described in [25]. N2 physisorption data obtaine
on sample Fe/ZSM5 were corrected for the additional me
loading (∼ 4.4 wt%) for comparison with the H/ZSM5 sup-
port.

XRD diffractograms obtained from the acidic support a
from the Fe/ZSM5 sample (after washing and after cal
nation) were compared to visualize possible lattice d
age or formation of additional Fe-rich crystalline phas
X-ray diffraction patterns were recorded using a Nonius P
120 powder diffractometer. The radiation used was Co-α1

(λ = 1.78897 Å). Diffractograms were recorded for 24 h a
averaged in order to optimize the signal-to-noise ratio.

2.3. Fe K-edge HR-XANES

High-resolution X-ray Absorption Near Edge Spectr
copy was applied in order to study the oxidation state and
coordination geometry of Fe in Fe/ZSM5. This information
was obtained by analyzing the features (centroid posi
and integrated intensity) of the Fe K pre-edge, located
20 eV before the main Fe K-edge crest. The HR-XAN
measurements at the Fe K edge were carried out a
undulator beamline ID16 at the ESRF (Grenoble, Fran
Details about the experimental setup are given in [36] an
our previous paper [25].

2.3.1. HR-XANES data collection
Fe/ZSM5 was pressed into self-supporting wafers a

placed in an in situ fluorescence cell [37] at 45◦ with
respect to the beam. Spectra were recorded at 1 bar d
heating treatments from 30 to 350◦C (heating ramp o
3 ◦C/min). The heating treatments were performed un
different atmospheres, i.e., flowing He (100 ml/min) or a
50:50 He/O2 flowing mixture (total flow= 100 ml/min).
The sample heated up in He, after 30 min stabilizat
(under flowing He) at 350◦C, was flushed with a 50:5
He/H2 mixture (total flow= 100 ml/min, T = 350◦C) and
measured after 15 min under the same conditions. Hem
was measured under static He at 30◦C as internal reference

2.3.2. HR-XANES data processing
The fluorescence Fe K XANES spectra were normali

by the average absorption intensity, calculated in the 72
7300 eV region. To isolate the pre-edge feature, the co
bution to the pre-edge of the main Fe K edge was subtra
from the normalized XANES spectra. This contribution w
-calculated using a cubic spline function, obtained by in
polating the data several eV before and after the pre-e
[35].

The recorded HR-XANES spectra revealed the prese
of fluorescence saturation effects. This was revealed by c
paring the maximum intensity of the isolated pre-edge
the normalized HR-XANES spectra measured in fluor
cence with those measured (on the same samples) in t
mission mode at beamline X1.1 at Hasylab (vide infra). N
ertheless, numerical comparison showed that, as far a
pre-edge is concerned, it was possible to correct for the
uration effects by dividing the maximum intensity of t
isolated fluorescence pre-edges by that of the corresp
ing pre-edges measured in transmission. This procedure
performed independently on the hematite reference an
sample Fe/ZSM5, measured at 30◦C in He. The correc-
tion factor obtained for Fe/ZSM5 measured at 30◦C in He
was used to normalize also the pre-edge data of Fe/ZSM5
measured at higher temperatures and in different envi
ments (He/O2, He/H2). The rightness of the correction a
plied was further confirmed by using the procedure outli
in [38], based on intensity dependent correction of the
curring saturation.

The characteristics of the isolated pre-edges, i.e.,
troid position and integrated intensity were calculated us
the Grams software. Prior to calculations, the pre-edg
α-Fe2O3 (not shown here, see [25]) was deconvoluted i
pseudo-Voigt components (50% Gaussian, 50% Lorent
peak shapes). The contribution from components cent
above 7115.0 eV was ignored [32,35]. The estimated a
racy in the energy determination for the HR-XANES spec
presented in this study is±0.05 eV, while the error in the
integrated intensity is±5%.

2.4. Fe K-edge XAFS

Fe K-edge XAFS was applied in order to study the
oxidation state and the local atomic environment aro
iron, i.e., number, distances, and chemical nature of
neighbors. The XAFS data were collected at the Wigg
station X1.1 of Hasylab (Hamburg, Germany). The exp
imental setup is described in [25].

2.4.1. XAFS data collection
Fe/ZSM5 was pressed to obtain self-supporting wafe

calculated to have an absorbency (µ∗x) of 2.5, and placed in
a controlled atmosphere cell. The cell is similar to that u
for the HR-XANES fluorescence measurements and is
scribed in detail elsewhere [37]. The samples were treate
situ under flowing He (50 ml/min) or under a 50:50 O2/He
mixture (total flow of 50 ml/min). They were heated unde
the mentioned flows to 120 or 350◦C, applying a temper
ature ramp of 5◦C/min. Spectra were recorded at worki
temperature (under flowing atmospheres) or, with the
closed, after being cooled to 77 K. A list of the measu
ments performed on sample Fe/ZSM5, including informa-
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Table 1
List of XAFS spectra recorded from Fe/ZSM5: pretreatments and measuring conditions

Pretreatments Environ. conditions Aver. scans Measurements code
(flowing atmosphere) during measurement

He, 15 min, 30◦C Static He, 77 K 3 Fe/ZSM5-He 30◦C/LN
↑ He, 30 min at 120◦C Static He, 77 K 3 Fe/ZSM5-He 120◦C/LN
↑ He, 30 min at 350◦C Flowing He, 350◦C 1 Fe/ZSM5-He 350◦C (1st)/350◦C
↑ He, 60 min at 350◦C Flowing He, 350◦C 1 Fe/ZSM5-He 350◦C (2nd)/350◦C
↑ He, 90 min at 350◦C Flowing He, 350◦C 1 Fe/ZSM5-He 350◦C (3rd)/350◦C
↑ He, 120 min at 350◦C Static He, 77 K 3 Fe/ZSM5-He 350◦C/LN
↑ O2/He, 60 min at 350◦C Flowing O2/He, 350◦C 3 Fe/ZSM5-O2 350◦C/350◦C
↑ O2/He, 120 min at 350◦C Static O2/He, 77 K 3 Fe/ZSM5-O2 350◦C/LN

↑= Heating treatment (5◦C/min).
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eraged scans, and measurements codes, is given in Ta
XANES spectra of hematite and Fe–titanate were also m
sured and used, respectively, as internal FeIII and FeII refer-
ences.

2.4.2. XAFS data processing
Extraction of the EXAFS data from the measured abs

tion spectra was performed with the XDAP code develo
by Vaarkamp et al. [39]. Three scans were recorded for e
measurement and averaged. In the case of significant d
ences between the three scans, spectra were analyze
arately (see Table 1, scans Fe/ZSM5-He 350◦C (1st, 2nd,
3rd)/350◦C). The pre-edge was subtracted using a mod
Victoreen curve [40]. The background was subtracted
ploying cubic spline routines with a continuously adjusta
smooth parameter [41,42]. Normalization was performed
dividing the data by the intensity of the absorption spect
at 50 eV above the Fe K edge.

2.4.3. EXAFS Fe–O, Fe–Fe references, data analysis
The Fe–O reference used for the EXAFS data ana

was created from experimental EXAFS data, obtained f
ferric acetylacetonate (measured at L.N. temperature).
Fe–Fe phase shifts and backscattering amplitudes
calculated using the software FEFF7 [43]. The theore
Fe–Fe reference was calibrated on EXAFS data obta
from hematite at L.N. temperature, by fitting inR space.
The complete procedure followed for the creation and
calibration of the EXAFS Fe–O and the Fe–Fe referenc
reported in [25].

The EXAFS data analysis was performed by apply
multiple-shell fitting in R space [41]. The difference fil
technique was applied to resolve the different contributi
in the EXAFS data. The EXAFS fits were checked
applyingk1, k2, andk3 weightings.

The number of independent fit parameters (N indp) was
determined by equation

(1)Nindp = 2�k�R

π
+ 2,

as outlined in the Reports on Standard and Criteria in XA
Spectroscopy [44]. Errors in the numerical values obtai
1.

-
p-

Table 2
Elemental composition (ICP) and micropore volume (N2 physisorption) of
H/ZSM5 (starting support) and of Fe/ZSM5, after washing (Fe/ZSM5-w)
and after washing followed by a mild calcination (Fe/ZSM5-w+ mc)

Samples Si/Al Fe/Al Micropore
(atomic ratio) (atomic ratio) volume

(cm3/gsupport)

H/ZSM5 17.0 0.0 0.15
Fe/ZSM5-w 17.4 1.0 0.12
Fe/ZSM5-w+ mc 17.2 1.0 0.12

by the EXAFS data analysis are estimated to be±10% in the
coordination number (N ), ±1% in the distance (R), ±5%
in the Debye–Waller factor (�σ 2), and±10% in the inner
potential correction (�E0) [45].

3. Results

3.1. ICP, N2 physisorption, XRD

Table 2 shows the elemental composition and the
cropore volume of the parent H/ZSM5 support and of th
Fe/ZSM5 sample after washing, and upon mild calcinati
The Si/Al ratio in the starting support and in the obtain
Fe/ZSM5 is, within the margin of error, the same. This
sult shows that no aluminum was leached out during
synthesis [25]. The Fe/Al of 1.0 is a typical result of the
FeCl3 CVD technique, by which a complete exchange
FeIII for the Brønsted protons of the support is obtain
It should nevertheless be noted that, as shown in prev
works [21,25,27], partial removal of Fe from the Brøns
sites may occur during washing and calcination.

After the loading of iron, a decrease of around 20% w
detected in the micropore volume of the ZSM5 supp
(Fe/ZSM5-w). No further changes were visible upon m
calcination. This shows that applying a mild calcinat
procedure does not result in significant removal of iron
the external surface of the zeolite. This observation
confirmed by HR-TEM measurements shown in [25].

X-ray diffractograms (not shown), collected after t
subsequent steps of the Fe/ZSM5 synthesis, did not sho
any change in the diffraction peaks. This indicates tha
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detectable damage to the ZSM5 framework is obser
nor the presence of additional Fe oxidic or oxo-hydroxi
crystalline phases.

3.2. Fe K-edge HR-XANES

Fig. 1a shows the normalized background subtrac
high-resolution pre-edges isolated from the HR-XAN
spectra of Fe/ZSM5, measured during the heating treatm
in helium. By increasing the temperature from 30 to 130◦C
a clear enhancement was detected in the pre-edge inte
while no significant shift was visible in the pre-edge po

Fig. 1. (a) Normalized high-resolution background substracted pre-
spectra of Fe/ZSM5, measured during heat treatment in He (1 b
100 ml/min, heating ramp 3◦C/min); (b) Summary of pre-edge chara
teristics (centroid position and integrated intensity) of Fe/ZSM5 ("), mea-
sured during heating treatment in He. Pre-edge characteristics of(6)FeIII ,
(5)FeIII , (4)FeIII , (6)FeII , (4)FeII ( ) and(6)FeIII /(4)FeII binary mixtures
( ), obtained from the literature [35], are reported for comparison,
gether with the experimental pre-edge features of hematite (Q). The dia-
gram does not consider five-coordinated FeII /FeIII combinations, as wel
as ternary or more complex mixtures. * The average oxidation numb
the (6)FeIII /(4)FeII binary mixtures is reported in the upperx-axis against
the corresponding energy of the centroid positions (lowerx-axis).
,

tion. An additional increase of the temperature to 260◦C
caused a clear shift of the pre-edge toward lower ene
accompanied by only a slight decrease in the maximum
tensity and in the area (integrated intensity) of the pre-e
Reaching the final temperature of 350◦C resulted in an ad
ditional minor shift toward lower energy, while no furth
changes were measured in the pre-edge area.

The characteristics (integrated intensity vs centroid
sition) of the pre-edges of Fe/ZSM5, measured during th
heating treatment in helium, are plotted in Fig. 1b w
small black dots. This figure also gives the pre-edge
tures of well-defined Fe–crystalline materials, with kno
Fe-oxidation state and coordination geometry. Here II
III give the Fe oxidation states, while the number betwe
brackets in the superscript represents the number of
gen neighboring atoms. Single-phase Fe compounds
indicated with large gray dots, while binary mixtures
(6)FeIII /(4)FeII are plotted with small gray lozenges. As
comparison, the results obtained for hematite measure
He at 30◦C are also shown, depicted with a triangle.

The pre-edge features of the Fe references have
obtained from the work of Wilke et al. [35]. In the
work the authors have shown that, irrespectively of
coordination geometry, the centroid position of FeII and FeIII

are separated by 1.4 ± 0.1 eV and are positioned at 7112
and 7113.5 eV, respectively. At a given oxidation state,
lowest pre-edge integrated intensity corresponds to the
centrosymmetric coordination of iron ((6)Fe). A decrease
in symmetry, as well as in the number of coordina
neighbors ((6)Fe→ (4)Fe), results in an increase of the pr
edge integrated intensity. The variation in pre-edge inten
is larger for FeIII compounds.

The results of Wilke et al. obtained for binary mixtur
of (6)FeIII /(4)FeII are important to understand the chang
in the coordination geometry of Fe in Fe/ZSM5, as a
function of the heat treatment in He. The authors h
systematically varied the(6)FeIII /(4)FeII molar ratio of a
binary mixture. In their XANES study they determined t
centroid position and the integrated intensity of the pre-e
feature of the different mixtures. The average oxidation s
of the (6)FeIII /(4)FeII binary mixtures is given here in th
upperx-axis as a function of the corresponding energy of
centroid positions (lowerx-axis). It should be noted that th
average red–ox state and integrated intensity of iron va
non linearly with the pre-edge position. This phenome
is caused by the different contributions to the pre-e
intensity from tetrahedrally and octahedrally coordinated
atoms.

By comparing the data obtained for Fe/ZSM-5 with
those of the references, it can be concluded that iro
Fe/ZSM5 measured in He at 30◦C is present as slightly
distorted octahedrally coordinated FeIII . Its oxidation state
and coordination geometry appear, indeed, to be very sim
to that of the hematite reference. By heating Fe/ZSM5
in He to 130◦C an increase is visible in the pre-ed
integrated intensity, while only a slight shift (−0.2 eV)
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of the centroid position is observed. The main effect
moderate heating in He is a decrease in symmetry or
in the number of neighbors coordinated to iron, with
a significant reduction in the average Fe-oxidation st
A plausible interpretation for these results appears to be
incipient removal of water molecules from the coordinat
of iron.

An additional increase of the temperature to 260◦C
caused a clear shift of the pre-edge (−0.7 eV), together with
only a slight decrease of its integrated intensity. As can
seen in Fig. 1b, the features of the pre-edge at 260◦C in He
appear to be similar to that of a 50:50(6)FeIII /(4)FeII mix-
ture. Although only qualitative conclusions can be deduc
the results clearly show the onset, above 130◦C, of reduc-
tion phenomena involving a considerable fraction of ir
The reduction is accompanied by an additional decreas
the average Fe-coordination number. This can be ascrib
a further desorption of water and, coherently with the ch
ical reduction of iron, to removal of oxygen. The features
the pre-edge appear to be only slightly affected (additio
slight reduction) by an increase of the temperature from
to 350◦C.

Fig. 2a shows the normalized high-resolution backgro
subtracted pre-edges of Fe/ZSM5, measured during heatin
in oxygen from 30 to 350◦C (O2/He = 50:50). The pre-
edge measured in He at 30◦C is also given for comparison
Heating Fe/ZSM5 in oxygen to 160◦C resulted in a stron
increase in the pre-edge intensity. This increase is alm
identical to that measured under He at 130◦C (see Fig.
1a). Increasing the temperature further to 350◦C did not
cause any major change with respect to both the pre-
position and its intensity. These results are visualized in
2b. Heating in the presence of oxygen caused a dec
in the centrosymmetry of Fe but did not result in chem
reduction of Fe. This can be ascribed to the remova
coordinated water molecules. As can be seen, the ave
Fe pre-edge features measured on Fe/ZSM5 in oxygen at
350◦C resembles those of five-fold coordinated FeIII .

Completely different results were obtained on the Fe
edge measured in H2 at 350◦C, after preheating in He a
the same temperature (see Fig. 2a). The pre-edge is c
shifted to lower energy (−1.3 eV, when compared to th
reference sample) and its integrated intensity appea
be increased. The pre-edge characteristics in H2 at 350◦C
are very close to that of tetrahedrally coordinated FeII , as
depicted in Fig. 2b. Thus, the reduction process affe
almost all of the Fe atoms in sample Fe/ZSM5.

3.3. Fe K-edge XAFS

3.3.1. Heat treatment in He
The effects of the heating treatment in He on the ox

tion state of iron are visualized in Fig. 3a. The picture sho
the XANES spectra of Fe/ZSM5, measured at liquid nitro
gen temperature after treatment in He at 30◦C, 120◦C, and
at 350◦C (after 120 min stabilization). The XANES spec
t

e

e

y

Fig. 2. (a) Normalized high-resolution background substracted pre-
spectra of Fe/ZSM5, measured during heat treatment (heating ram
3◦C/min) in oxygen (1 bar, 100 ml/min, O2/He= 50:50), and measure
in hydrogen (1 bar, 100 ml/min, H2/He = 50:50) at 350◦C, after heat
treatment in He to 350◦C (1 bar, 100 ml/min, heating ramp of 3◦C/min).
(b) Summary of pre-edge characteristics of Fe/ZSM5 measured at 30◦C in
helium ("), during heat treatment in oxygen (2), and measured in hydroge
at 350◦C (1) after heat treatment in He to 350◦C. For details on Fe
references [35] see the caption to Fig. 1b.

of hematite and Fe–titanate are also reported, respect
as internal FeIII and FeII references. As can be seen from
picture, the Fe K-edge position of Fe/ZSM5 at 30◦C cor-
responds to that of hematite (FeIII ). Consistently with wha
observed by HR-XANES, heating to 120◦C does not resul
in reduction of iron. A real reduction is observed only up
heating in He to 350◦C.

Fig. 3b shows the experimental EXAFS data (measu
in He at 77 K) of Fe/ZSM5-He 30◦C/LN (solid line),
Fe/ZSM5-He 120◦C/LN (dotted line), and Fe/ZSM5-He
350◦C/LN (dashed line). Sample Fe/ZSM5-He 350◦C/LN
was measured after 120 min stabilization in He at 350◦C.
Fig. 3b shows that both the EXAFS amplitude and
nodes ink space are affected by the treatment in He, t
heating in He resulted in significant changes affecting
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Fig. 3. (a) Normalized XANES spectra of Fe/ZSM5-He 30◦C/LN (solid
line), Fe/ZSM5-He 120◦C/LN (dotted line), Fe/ZSM5-He 350◦C/LN
(dashed line). Sample Fe/ZSM5-He 350◦C/LN was measured afte
120 min stabilization in He at 350◦C. Normalized XANES spectra o
hematite (", solid line) and Fe–titanate (!, solid line) are also re-
ported, respectively, as internal FeIII and FeII references. (b) Exper
imental χ(k) data measured as a function of the heat treatmen
He: Fe/ZSM5-He 30◦C/LN (solid line), Fe/ZSM5-He 120◦C/LN (dot-
ted line), Fe/ZSM5-He 350◦C/LN (dashed line). (c) Fourier transform
(k1, �k = 2.7–13.2 Å−1) of EXAFS data of Fe/ZSM5-He 30◦C/LN
(solid line), Fe/ZSM5-He 120◦C/LN (dotted line), and Fe/ZSM5-He

350◦C/LN (dashed line).
Table 3
Coordination parameters obtained byR-space analysis (k1, �k = 2.7–13.2
Å−1; �R = 0.7–4.2 Å) of EXAFS data of Fe/ZSM5-He 30◦C/LN

Shells N R (Å) �σ2 (10−3 Å2) �E0 (eV) k1-Variance (%)

(±10%) (±1%) (±5%) (±10%) Im. part Abs. part

Fe/ZSM5-He 30◦C/LN (model 2:2:2) 0.46 0.41

Fe–O1 1.9 1.86 −3.9 0.5
Fe–O2 2.0 1.97 −5.0 13.4
Fe–O3 2.1 2.09 −1.0 −6.8
Fe–Fe1 1.2 3.05 5.9 −3.2
Fe–Fe2 0.4 3.40 14.2 −5.5
Fe–Oz 4.5 4.01 15.0 −5.0

Fe/ZSM5-He 30◦C/LN (model 3:3) 0.38 0.36

Fe–O1 3.0 1.90 9.6 12.0
Fe–O2 3.1 2.04 4.3 −7.3
Fe–Fe1 1.2 3.06 5.4 −3.6
Fe–Fe2 0.4 3.40 10.7 −8.0
Fe–Oz 4.7 4.11 11.7 −6.6

Model (2:2:2):Nindp = 25.4; Nfree (fit) = 22.
Model (3:3):Nindp = 25.4; Nfree (fit) = 18.

local environment of iron. These changes are also reve
in the corresponding Fourier transforms of the experime
EXAFS data (Fig. 3c). Three main peaks are visib
centered, respectively, at around 1.5 Å (Fe–O, in the pictu
2.6 Å (Fe–Fe1), and 3.1 Å (Fe–Fe2). It can be seen that th
largest changes occur after heating in He at tempera
higher than 120◦C. Large changes can be observed in
Fe–O shells region in the range 1.0 < R < 2.0 Å. Also the
Fe–Fe1 shell is influenced.

The EXAFS coordination parameters obtained by
R-space fitting procedure for sample Fe/ZSM5-He 30◦C/

LN are collected in Table 3. For theR-space fit the Fourie
transform range was taken from 2.7 to 13.2 Å−1 with a range
in R space from 0.7 to 4.2 Å. The number of independ
parameters was calculated to beNindp = 25.4. Consistently
with the results obtained by HR-XANES on Fe/ZSM5
measured at 30◦C, the fit of the Fe–O contribution reveale
the presence of six oxygen neighbors. A good quality
could be obtained with two different oxygen distribution
i.e., by using two oxygen shells (model 3:3) or three oxyg
shells (model 2:2:2). The total number of fit paramet
was 18 and 22, respectively. No significant difference w
obtained in the statistical variance of the two fits. It sho
be noted that for both models the fits were optimized
including distant oxygen neighbors, attributed to the zeo
framework (Fe–Oz). No further implications for a structura
model were derived from this Fe–Oz contribution, added to
the fit in order to analyze more reliably shell Fe–Fe2 (vide
infra).

The second peak of the Fourier transform (Fe–Fe1) was
fitted with a Fe–Fe shell at 3.05 Å with a coordinati
number of 1.2. This shell is ascribed to the presence
binuclear Fe complexes [25]. The fact that the coordina
number of this shell is higher than 1.0 and that an additio
Fe–Fe2 shell could be fitted at higher distances (R = 3.40 Å,
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Fig. 4. Fourier transform (k1, �k = 2.7–13.2 Å−1) of EXAFS data of
Fe/ZSM5-He 30◦C/LN (solid line) andR-space fit (dotted line; 0.7 < R

(Å) < 4.2; fit-model 2:2:2).

N = 0.4), as already discussed in [25], is the result
further agglomeration of a fraction of iron. From the EXAF
coordination numbers of the Fe–Fe shells, binuclear clu
in sample Fe/ZSM5 are estimated to account for at le
70% of the total iron [25]. The quality ofR-space fit using
the 2:2:2 model is demonstrated in Fig. 4 for the Fe/ZSM5
sample treated in He at 30◦C RT and measured at L.N
temperature.

The results obtained during the heat treatments ca
best described and understood in terms of the 2:2:2 mo
The reactivity of the Fe/ZSM5 sample, using the 2:2:
model, is visualized in changes in the number of oxy
neighbors in the Fe–O1 and Fe–O3 coordination.

The results of theR-space fits of measurements F/
ZSM5-He 30◦C/LN, Fe/ZSM5-He 120◦C/LN, and Fe/
ZSM5-He 350◦C/LN, using the 2:2:2 model, are summ
rized in Table 4. It can be seen that the coordination n
ber of the Fe–O3 coordination significantly decreases w
increasing temperature from 2.1 (30◦C) to 1.4 (120◦), and
to 0.9 (350◦C). As a result, the imaginary part of the t
tal Fe–O contribution appears to be shifted toward loweR

(Fig. 3c). Since the EXAFS analysis showed already a
crease in the coordination number of the Fe–O3 shell at
120◦C (Fe-oxidation state is III), the oxygen located in t
shell cannot be responsible for red–ox behavior of iron.
Fe–O3 shell is therefore attributed to weakly bound ox
gen, most probably of H2O. Besides a further decrease
the oxygen coordination number, an increase in the d
der (�σ 2) and a change in the inner potential value (�E0)

of the Fe–O3 shell is observed when heating from 120
350◦C. At the same time a small decrease is visible in
coordination number of the Fe–O1 shell. The decrease of th
oxygen coordination number of the Fe–O3 shell as a func
tion of the He treatment is visualized in Fig. 5. No chan
are observed for the Fe–O2 shell during the heat treatme
in He.

Also a change in the distance of the Fe–Fe1 is observed
when heating from 120 to 350◦C, indicating a shortening i
.

Table 4
Coordination parameters (model 2:2:2) obtained byR-space analysis (k1,
�k = 2.7–13.2 Å−1; �R = 0.7–4.2 Å) of EXAFS data of Fe/ZSM5-He
30◦C/LN, Fe/ZSM5-He 120◦C/LN, and Fe/ZSM5-He 350◦C/LN

Shells N R (Å) �σ2 (10−3 Å2) �E0 (eV) k1-Variance (%)

(±10%) (±1%) (±5%) (±10%) Im. part Abs. part

Fe/ZSM5-He 30◦C/LN 0.46 0.41

Fe–O1 1.9 1.86 −3.9 0.5
Fe–O2 2.0 1.97 −5.0 13.4
Fe–O3 2.1 2.09 −1.0 −6.8
Fe–Fe1 1.2 3.05 5.9 −3.2
Fe–Fe2 0.4 3.40 14.2 −5.5
Fe–Oz 4.5 4.01 15.0 −5.0

Fe/ZSM5-He 120◦C/LN 0.49 0.37

Fe–O1 2.0 1.85 −3.9 0.5
Fe–O2 2.0 1.97 −5.0 13.4
Fe–O3 1.4 2.09 −2.2 −6.8
Fe–Fe1 1.2 3.05 2.9 −3.2
Fe–Fe2 0.4 3.40 14.2 −5.5
Fe–Oz 4.5 4.01 15.0 −5.0

Fe/ZSM5-He 350◦C/LN 0.58 0.55

Fe–O1 1.8 1.85 −3.5 −1.8
Fe–O2 2.0 1.97 −4.3 12.6
Fe–O3 0.9 2.08 2.2 −11.1
Fe–Fe1 1.2 2.97 1.3 1.8
Fe–Fe2 0.4 3.40 15.0 −5.5
Fe–Oz 3.2 3.99 15.0 −4.9

Nindp = 25.4; Nfree (fit) = 22.

Fig. 5. Average number of oxygen atoms in the Fe–O3 coordination shell
(model 2:2:2) as a function of heat treatment in He.

the Fe–Fe distance of the binuclear Fe complexes (2.97
He at 350◦C). During the fitting process, the coordinati
number and distance of the Fe–Fe2 shell were fixed to the
values obtained for measurement Fe/ZSM5-He 30◦C/LN
(model 3:3). Fe–Fe2 is a minor contribution and no impo
tant information was derived from this shell for the au
reduction properties of the Fe/ZSM5 sample.

3.3.2. Stabilization in He at 350 ◦C
The results presented above for the He treatmen

350◦C were obtained after 120 min stabilization on stre
and after cooling the Fe/ZSM5 sample to liquid nitroge
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Fig. 6. (a) Normalized XANES spectra of Fe/ZSM5-He 350◦C (1st)/
350◦C (solid line), Fe/ZSM5-He 350◦C (2nd)/350◦C (dotted line), Fe/
ZSM5-He 350◦C (3rd)/350◦C (dashed line), and Fe/ZSM5-He 350◦C/

LN (dashed-dotted line). Normalized XANES spectra of hematite",
solid line) and Fe–titanate (!, solid line) are reported as internal FeIII

and FeII references. (b) Experimentalχ(k) data of Fe/ZSM5-He 350◦C
(1st)/350◦C (solid line), Fe/ZSM5-He 350◦C (2nd)/350◦C (dotted line),
Fe/ZSM5-He 350◦C (3rd)/350◦C (dashed line). (c) Fourier transform
(k1, �k = 2.7–13.2 Å−1) of EXAFS data of Fe/ZSM5-He 350◦C
(1st)/350◦C (solid line), Fe/ZSM5-He 350◦C (2nd)/350◦C (dotted line),
Fe/ZSM5-He 350◦C (3rd)/350◦C (dashed line).
temperature. However, very important changes occu
during this stabilization period. The HR-XANES resu
(Fig. 1b) already showed that, after reaching 350◦C in He,
the oxidation state of Fe is close to 2.4. The XANES spe
recorded in situ at 350◦C are depicted in Fig. 6a. The figu
shows a clear shift to lower energy of the edge position
spectrum Fe/ZSM5-He 350◦C (1st)/350◦C, recorded afte
30 min stabilization. This confirms that heating Fe/ZSM5 in
He to 350◦C results in the reduction of a significant fracti
of iron. However, the state of iron under He at 350◦C
appeared to be unstable. This is visible by tracking the s
of the edge position with time on stream (measurements
2nd and 3rd). A significant shift (+2 eV) occurred, showing
an average reoxidation of iron.

The effect of the reoxidation process on the local struc
of iron can be tracked by the analysis of the EXAFS d
collected in situ in He at 350◦C. The EXAFS spectra
obtained respectively after 30, 60, and 90 min expos
to He are shown in Fig. 6b. It can be seen that b
the amplitude and the nodes of the EXAFS oscillatio
are changing as a function of the stabilization period. T
corresponding Fourier transforms are presented in Fig
The Fe–O contribution shows an increase with time
stream of its maximum intensity (at around 1.4 Å
the picture) accompanied by a contraction toward lo
distance. No significant differences are visible, on
contrary, in the Fe–Fe contribution.

Table 5 shows the results of the EXAFS fit, performed
Fe/ZSM5 measured in situ at 350◦C during the stabilization
in He. The most significant changes with time on stre
occurred in the coordination number of the Fe–O1 shell.
The coordination number increased from 1.2 (1st sc
to 1.7 (3rd scan). As already deduced from the XAN
spectra (Fig. 6a), this increase was accompanied b
corresponding partial oxidation of iron. The Fe–O1 shell is
therefore associated with the red–ox properties of the
binuclear complexes. The decrease with time on stream
the coordination number of the Fe–O3 shell, which was
already shown not to be related to red–ox properties
iron (previous section), is most probably due to furth
desorption of water from the coordination sphere of iron.
differences were visible in the Fe–O2 shell.

3.3.3. Heat treatment in O2

The influence of the oxygen presence on the reducib
of iron during the heat treatment can be seen in Fig.
by comparing the XANES spectra of Fe/ZSM5-He 350◦C
(1st)/350◦C and Fe/ZSM5-O2 350◦C/350◦C. As can be
seen, the edge position of the sample heated in He (
30 min stabilization) appears to be close to the edge of
titanate (FeII ), while the edge position of Fe/ZSM5 heated in
oxygen corresponds to that of the hematite reference (FIII ).
Thus, oxygen prevented the auto-reduction of iron.

The XAFS spectra in the presence of oxygen were m
sured in situ (Fe/ZSM5-O2 350 C/350◦ and after cooling
to 77 K (Fe/ZSM5-O2 350◦C/LN). Differently from what
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Table 5
Coordination parameters (model 2:2:2) obtained byR-space analysis (k1,
�k = 2.7–13.2 Å−1; �R = 0.7–4.2 Å) of EXAFS data of Fe/ZSM5-
He 350◦C (1st)/350◦C, Fe/ZSM5-He 350◦C (2nd)/350◦C, Fe/ZSM5-
He 350◦C (3rd)/350◦C, and Fe/ZSM5-He 350◦C/LN; Nindp = 25.4;
Nfree (fit) = 22

Shells N R (Å) �σ2 (10−3 Å2) �E0 (eV) k1-Variance (%)

(±10%) (±1%) (±5%) (±10%) Im. part Abs. part

Fe/ZSM5-He 350◦C (1st)/350◦C 0.55 0.30

Fe–O1 1.2 1.88 2.6 −5.5
Fe–O2 2.0 1.97 7.2 12.6
Fe–O3 1.2 2.08 8.8 −9.3
Fe–Fe1 1.1 2.99 13.0 0.4
Fe–Fe2 0.4 3.40 17.2 0.1
Fe–Oz 1.6 4.09 15.0 −8.8

Fe/ZSM5-He 350◦C (2nd)/350◦C 0.67 0.39

Fe–O1 1.4 1.88 2.6 −5.5
Fe–O2 2.0 1.97 7.2 12.6
Fe–O3 1.1 2.08 8.8 −9.3
Fe–Fe1 1.1 2.99 13.0 0.4
Fe–Fe2 0.4 3.40 13.8 1.5
Fe–Oz 2.2 4.00 15.0 −7.2

Fe/ZSM5-He 350◦C (3rd)/350◦C 0.94 0.47

Fe–O1 1.7 1.89 1.9 −6.5
Fe–O2 2.0 1.97 7.2 12.6
Fe–O3 0.7 2.06 2.0 −8.7
Fe–Fe1 1.2 2.97 12.5 −0.4
Fe–Fe2 0.4 3.40 14.8 3.1
Fe–Oz 3.7 3.91 18.0 −2.2

Fe/ZSM5-He 350◦C/LN 0.58 0.55

Fe–O1 1.8 1.85 −3.5 −1.8
Fe–O2 2.0 1.97 −4.3 12.6
Fe–O3 0.9 2.08 2.2 −11.1
Fe–Fe1 1.2 2.97 1.3 1.8
Fe–Fe2 0.4 3.40 15.0 −5.5
Fe–Oz 3.2 3.99 15.0 −4.9

observed under helium, the three EXAFS spectra reco
in oxygen at high temperatures at increasing exposure
appeared to be identical and were therefore averaged.
nificant differences are visible when comparing the EXA
functions of Fe/ZSM5 measured in situ at 350◦C in oxygen,
and in helium after 30 min stabilization (Fig. 7b). The cor
sponding Fourier transforms, collected in Fig. 7c, show
these differences concern mainly the Fe–O coordinatio
the presence of oxygen, the Fe–O peak appears signific
enhanced in intensity and shifted towards lowerR.

The structural parameters obtained by the analysi
the EXAFS spectra recorded in the presence of oxy
are collected in Table 6. Apart from differences in t
Debye–Waller factors (temperature effects), the result
the fits (Fe/ZSM5-O2 350◦C/350◦C and Fe/ZSM5-O2
350◦C/LN) coincide. The total Fe–O coordination numb
(around 5.0) appears to be consistent with the res
obtained by HR-XANES (see Fig. 2b (O2, 350◦C)). When
compared to the sample measured at 350◦ in He after
30 min stabilization (see Table 5), a sharp increase
detected in the coordination number of shell Fe–O1 (1.9 vs
-

y

Fig. 7. (a) Normalized XANES spectra of Fe/ZSM5-He 350◦C
(1st)/350◦C (solid line), Fe/ZSM5–O2 350◦C/350◦C (dotted line), and
Fe/ZSM5–O2 350◦C/LN (dashed line). Normalized XANES spectra
hematite (", solid line) and Fe–titanate (!, solid line) are reported as inte
nal FeIII and FeII references. (b) Experimentalχ(k) data of Fe/ZSM5-He
350◦C (1st)/350◦C (solid line) and Fe/ZSM5–O2 350◦C/350◦C (dot-
ted line). Note that the XAFS spectra of Fe/ZSM5 recorded at 350◦C
in the presence of oxygen did not reveal any difference with t
on stream. (c) Fourier transform (k1, �k = 2.7–13.2 Å−1) of EXAFS
data of Fe/ZSM5-He 350◦C (1st)/350◦C (solid line) and Fe/ZSM5–O2
350◦C/350◦C (dotted line).
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Table 6
Coordination parameters (model 2:2:2) obtained byR-space analysis (k1,
�k = 2.7–13.2 Å−1; �R = 0.7–4.2 Å) of EXAFS data of Fe/ZSM5-O2
350◦C/350◦C, and Fe/ZSM5-O2 350◦C/LN

Shells N R (Å) �σ2 (10−3 Å2) �E0 (eV) k1-Variance (%)

(±10%) (±1%) (±5%) (±10%) Im. part Abs. part

Fe/ZSM5-O2 350◦C/350◦C 1.26 0.50

Fe–O1 1.9 1.86 2.0 −2.5
Fe–O2 2.0 1.99 5.0 13.0
Fe–O3 1.0 2.02 1.6 −13.3
Fe–Fe1 1.2 2.99 9.8 −1.6
Fe–Fe2 0.4 3.40 15.1 −3.7
Fe–Oz 4.4 3.81 15.0 1.0

Fe/ZSM5-O2 350◦C/LN 0.97 0.70

Fe–O1 2.0 1.85 −3.8 −4.3
Fe–O2 2.0 1.97 −5.0 12.0
Fe–O3 1.0 2.02 4.5 −6.6
Fe–Fe1 1.2 2.96 2.4 2.0
Fe–Fe2 0.4 3.40 15.0 0.0
Fe–Oz 3.8 3.91 15.0 −2.2

Nindp = 25.4; Nfree (fit) = 22.

Fig. 8. Number of oxygen atoms in the Fe–O1 coordination shell (mode
2:2:2) as a function of heat treatment in He, and in the presence of O2.

1.2 for Fe/ZSM5-He 350◦C(1st)/350◦C). The coordination
number of shell Fe–O3, on the contrary, appears on
slightly decreased, probably as a result of further wa
desorption with time on stream (1.0 vs 1.2, for Fe/ZSM5-
He 350◦C(1st)/350◦C). The Fe–O3 distance appears als
to be slightly shortened. Also during the heating treatm
in oxygen, the Fe–O2 shell remained unaffected.

As shown by the results obtained during the heat tr
ments, changes in the oxidation state of iron are relate
variations only in the Fe–O1 coordination number. A coord
nation number of approximately 1 corresponds to an ave
Fe-oxidation state close to II. When the Fe–O1 coordination
number is increased to 2, Fe is completely oxidized (FeIII ).
The changes in the Fe–O1 coordination number, as a fun
tion of the different treatments, are visualized in Fig. 8.

As in the presence of helium, also the heat treatm
in oxygen resulted in a shortening of the distance an
decrease in the Debye–Waller factor of the Fe–Fe1 shell
(see for comparison Table 4, Fe/ZSM5-He 30◦C/LN).
No differences were detected, on the other hand, in
coordination numbers of the Fe–Fe shells, excluding Fe
agglomeration phenomena during the treatment.

4. Discussion

Several studies performed on Fe/ZSM5, obtained by
CVD or solid-state ion exchange of FeCl3, have elucidated
the evolution of iron along the different steps of the synthe
[7,10,11,21,25,28,46], i.e., loading of iron, washing, and
cination. Upon sublimation of FeCl3, iron is exchanged fo
the H+ Brønsted protons of the zeolite in the form of is
lated FeCl2+ species [25,28,46]. During the washing st
these species aggregate to form Fe-binuclear complexes
bound to the framework aluminum [25,28]. The structure
the Fe-binuclear species in washed Fe/ZSM5, determined
by EXAFS, resembles that of the closest Fe-binuclear bu
ing unit inα-goethite [30,31], consisting of octahedrally c
ordinated FeIII oxo-hydroxo ions. A possible structure f
the Fe-binuclear complexes, based on the similarity with
building blocks inα-goethite [30,31], was proposed in o
previous study [25] and is depicted in Fig. 9a. In this mo
hydroxo-bridged Fe atoms are bound to the framework
two oxo-ions, and balance the lattice extra charge of two
minum atoms. The Fe–O coordination, coherently with E
AFS and HR-XANES results, showing that iron posses
an octahedral coordination, is further completed by adso
water and by a terminal hydroxyl group. A similar mod
was presented by Marturano et al. [28], proposing a sin
oxo-bridge to the zeolite lattice.

The influence of calcination on the further evolution
the binuclear iron complexes was investigated in our pr
ous work [25]. We have found that, if the calcination p
cedure is carefully controlled (mild calcination procedur
agglomeration of the binuclear Fe-complexes towards
active oxidic clusters can be significantly suppressed
though not completely. This finding, based on HR-TE
EELS, Mössbauer, FTIR, and EXAFS spectroscopy is c
firmed by the results of the EXAFS analysis, presente
this work. Irrespective, to the different pretreatments app
(heating in He or O2), two Fe–Fe shells could always b
fitted, with a coordination number respectively of 1.2 a
0.4 (Tables 3–6). The closest Fe–Fe shell (Fe–Fe1) is as-
cribed to the presence of binuclear Fe complexes [25,
The fact that the coordination number (N ) of this shell is
higher than 1.0, and that also a second Fe–Fe shell (Fe–2)
could be fitted at a higher distance (R = 3.40 Å, N = 0.4),
suggests that a fraction of iron possesses a higher de
of agglomeration than the binuclear complexes [25]. Ne
theless, from the EXAFS coordination numbers of the F
Fe shells, binuclear clusters in mildly calcined Fe/ZSM5
are estimated to account for at least 70% of the t
iron. It should be noted that quantification by Mössba
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Fig. 9. Proposed structure for the binuclear Fe complexes in Fe/ZSM5
obtained by CVD of FeCl3 upon: (a) washing; (b) mild calcination an
treatment in He at 30◦C; (c) mild calcination and moderate heating (
to ∼ 150◦C) in He or O2/He (50:50): desorption of water; (d) mil
calcination and heating in He to 350◦C: auto-reduction of iron, ascribed
the removal of the Fe–O–Fe bridging oxygen atom; (e) mild calcination
heating to 350◦C in a O2/He (50:50) gas mixture: the presence of oxyg
in the gas phase inhibits the removal of the Fe–O–Fe bridging oxygen a
spectroscopy has shown that this number could be o
estimated [25].

4.1. Binuclear iron complexes in mildly calcined Fe/ZSM5,
pretreated in He at 30 ◦C

While calcination is generally applied as an activat
procedure for Fe/ZSM5 obtained by CVD of FeCl3 [10–
12,25], its influence on the local Fe–O coordination of
Fe-binuclear complexes, formed upon washing, has not
unraveled, yet. The features of the Fe K pre-edge of (mi
calcined) Fe/ZSM5 measured in He at 30◦C (Fig. 1b) show
that iron has a slightly distorted octahedral coordination
an oxidation state of III [35]. These results are confirm
by the position of the Fe K edge (Fig. 3a), which overla
with that of the FeIII hematite reference, and by the resu
of the EXAFS analysis (Table 3), showing the prese
of six oxygen neighbors in the Fe-coordination sphe
The EXAFS data could be fitted with a symmetric oxyg
distribution in two (model 3:3) or three (model 2:2:
oxygen shells. A plausible structure for the binuclear
complexes in mildly calcined Fe/ZSM5 after pretreatmen
in He at 30◦C, arising from the EXAFS and the HR
XANES results, is depicted in Fig. 9b (oxygen atoms
labeled consistently with the 2:2:2 model in Table
This structure matches the model previously propose
the literature [7,10,11,17] for the catalytically active pha
in calcined Fe/ZSM5, i.e., a binuclear Fe complex wi
the core structure [HO–Fe–O–Fe–OH]2+. This model is
based on experimental evidence obtained by TPR, F
and ESR studies [10–12,17] and appears as a plau
evolution of the binuclear complexes formed upon wash
The Fe–O–Fe bridging oxygen atom may result by
condensation at high temperature of two bridging hydro
groups with the desorption of a water molecule. A suffici
partial pressure of O2 in the gas phase during calcinati
should prevent migration and desorption of the bridg
oxygen.

In the model presented in Fig. 9b, the two oxygen ato
located by the EXAFS analysis in the closest oxygen s
(Fe–O1) are assigned respectively to a bridging oxygen a
and a hydroxyl group. The Fe–O1 distance (1.86 Å) ap
pears to be consistent with the average distance of a term
OH group and a Fe–O–Fe bridging oxygen. Molecular m
eling calculations performed on a binuclear [OH–Fe–
Fe–OH]2+ model-complex, bound to the zeolite framewo
via two oxo-ions [47], have found for the terminal Fe–O
groups a distance of 1.88 Å and for the bridging Fe–O
oxygen atom a Fe–O distance of 1.93 Å. Slightly sho
Fe–O distances are nevertheless reported in the liter
for Fe–O–Fe oxo-bridges (around 1.85 Å) [48]. EXAFS
therefore not able to discriminate between these two ty
of oxygen. Oxygen located in shell Fe–O2 is ascribed to
two bridging (Fe–O–Al) O-atoms, by which the iron atom
are stabilized to the zeolite lattice. Indeed, the Fe–O2 dis-
tance of 1.97 Å is consistent with the average distance fo
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for oxygen in the (Fe–O–Al) coordination of the monon
clear FeCl+2 complexes formed upon CVD of FeCl3 [25,28].
In our previous work [25] we found a distance of 1.99
Marturano et al. [28], though optimizing their EXAFS fit b
introducing two separate Fe–O shells, found for the sa
Fe–O–Al coordination an average distance of 1.96 Å. Mo
cular modeling calculations, mentioned above, found for
Fe–O–Al bridges an average Fe–O distance of 1.95 Å,
consistent with the Fe–O2 shell assignment. The most di
tant oxygen, located in shell Fe–O3, is assigned to weakl
bound oxygen as in adsorbed water. As discussed fur
since upon heating to 350◦C the C.N. of shell Fe–O3 ap-
peared to be reduced from 2 to only 1, oxygen atoms w
not completely assigned to adsorbed water molecules. A
picted in Fig. 9b the second oxygen neighbor in Fe–O3 was
tentatively assigned to a Si–O–Si bridging oxygen of the
olite framework.

4.2. Heat treatment in He (auto-reduction)

During heating in He different changes are revealed w
increasing temperature in the Fe–O coordination of
Fe-binuclear complexes. Heating to 120◦C results in an
increase of the integrated intensity of the Fe K pre-e
(Figs. 1a and b). This is the result of a decrease in
centrosymmetry of the coordination of the Fe atoms [3
caused by a lowering in the number of oxygen neighb
The EXAFS fit reveals indeed a slight decrease, from
to 1.4, in the coordination number of the most dist
Fe–O shell (Fe–O3, Table 4). Shell Fe–O3 therefore contains
weakly bound oxygen, coherently with its elongated Fe
bond. Since the decrease in the Fe–O3 coordination numbe
is not accompanied by a reduction in the oxidation stat
iron, as revealed by the position of both the pre-edge cen
(Fig. 1b) and the Fe K edge (Fig. 3a), removal of oxygen
to 120◦C is ascribed exclusively to desorption of water,
depicted in Fig. 9c. No further changes are revealed in
results of the EXAFS fit. In particular, as already mention
no changes were visible in the fit of the Fe–Fe coordinat
excluding further agglomeration of iron during heating.

An additional increase of the temperature under flow
helium caused clear changes in the features of the F
pre-edge (Figs. 1a and b), showing a clear reduction in
average oxidation state of iron. Indeed, the centroid pos
and the integrated intensity of Fe/ZSM5, already at 260◦C,
correspond to those of a reference 50:50(6)FeIII /(4)FeII

physical mixture [35]. A slight additional reduction wa
revealed at 350◦C. The reduction is confirmed by the cle
shift (∼ 4 eV) to lower energy of the Fe K edge (Fig. 6a).

These results show that, at high temperature in He, o
gen must be activated and removed from the Fe–O c
dination of the binuclear complexes. Auto-reduction p
nomena associated to desorption of oxygen at high t
perature are known in the literature for Fe/ZSM5 prepared
by CVD or solid-state ion exchange of FeCl3. O2-TPD
experiments, performed by Voskoboinikov et al. [49]
,

-

Fe/ZSM5 obtained by CVD on acidic supports with diffe
ent Si/Al ratios, have shown that oxygen can be desor
from Fe/ZSM5 by merely heating. Furthermore, the amo
of oxygen released increases with decreasing Si/Al ratios.
Lobree et al. [21] have come to similar conclusions study
the auto-reducibility of iron in Fe/ZSM5 obtained by solid
state ion exchange. They found that, at a fixed Si/Al ratio
(S.A.R. was 25 in their experiments), the auto-reducibi
of iron can be strongly enhanced by increasing the iron lo
ing, i.e., by reducing the average distance of the iron at
in the zeolite channels. Kucherov and Shelef [46] reac
an identical conclusion using EPR spectroscopy. Activa
of oxygen should therefore be facilitated by the close in
action of Fe atoms as in the case of Fe-binuclear clus
The best suited candidate for the reactivity in He appe
to be the bridging oxygen atom between the two Fe ato
This hypothesis is supported by results obtained thro
18O2 isotopic exchange studies [26]. The experiments,
formed on Fe/ZSM5 obtained by CVD, have shown a R
isotopic exchange mechanism, prevailing at temperature
to 450◦C, i.e., molecular oxygen from the gas phase
changes only one18O atom against a16O atom from the
solid. On Fe/ZSM5 obtained via impregnation, on the co
trary, where the presence of binuclear complexes have
demonstrated to be negligible [26], a R2 mechanism
vails, in which18O2 is exchanged in one step against t
16O atoms.

The analysis of the Fe/ZSM5 EXAFS data recorded i
He at 350◦C (Fe/ZSM5-He 350◦C (1st)) shows that th
reduction in the oxidation state of Fe is accompanied
a removal of oxygen from the closest Fe–O shell (Fe–1,
Table 5). The coordination number of shell Fe–O1 is reduced
from 2.0 to 1.2, coherently with the removal of bridging F
O–Fe oxygen. Shell Fe–O2 remains unmodified, confirmin
the correctness of its assignment to Fe–O–Al bridg
while only a slight further decrease is revealed in sh
Fe–O3. This is probably the result of further desorpti
of water with time on stream. A slight contraction is al
visible in the Fe–Fe interatomic distance. By compari
with the Fe–Fe distance measured after cooling to 7
(Fe/ZSM5-He 350◦C/LN, Table 4), the contraction cann
be ascribed to temperature effects and is probably
result of a rearrangement of the complexes upon hea
From the body of the HR-XANES and EXAFS resul
the most plausible structure for the binuclear comple
in He at 350◦C is depicted in Fig. 9d. At this stag
of the treatment two vacancies have been created in
coordination of iron by the desorption of respectively
weakly bound water molecule (Fe–O3) and bridging oxygen
(Fe–O1). A discussion still open in the literature concerns
possibility of liberating gaseous O2 by spatially separate
oxo-complexes, such as [HO–Fe–O–Fe–OH]2+, having only
one bridging oxygen atom. Voskoboinikov et al. [26] ha
suggested that such complexes might communicate
each other via the O2− ions of the zeolite. Neighboring Fe
O–Fe complexes, separated by a limited number of O2

−
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ions of the support, could disproportionate into one F
O–O–Fe and one Fe–✷–Fe complex, where✷ stands for
a vacancy. Oxygen could be subsequently easily deso
by the (generated) highly unstable peroxo-complex. S
a mechanism would require the existence of Fe-binuc
complexes bound to pairs of Al-centered tetrahedra in c
proximity with each other. This condition could indeed
fulfilled by a significant fraction of the iron complexes
over-exchanged Fe/ZSM5 (Fe/Al = 1) with a high Al/Si
ratio.

Although a significant fraction of the Fe-binuclear co
plexes can undergo autoreduction in He at relatively
temperature (∼ 250◦C), they appear to be highly unstab
This was revealed by the differences in the XAFS spe
recorded with time on stream at 350◦C and at 77 K after 120
min stabilization in He at 350◦C. As seen in Fig. 6a, the F
K edge appeared to be shifted stepwise to higher energy
exposure time, thus reoxidation of iron took place during
measurements. The reoxidation was accompanied by a
crease in the coordination number of shell Fe–O1 (Table 5).
The remaining shells, on the contrary, remained virtually
changed. This result confirms the previous observation
changes in the oxidation state of iron are related to only
oxygen atom in the closest Fe–O shell (Fe–O1), most proba-
bly the Fe–O–Fe bridging atom. The reason for the reox
tion with time on stream is still unclear. While He with a ve
high purity was used (certified purity 5.0), additional ox
gen traps were not added to the He line. It can therefore
be excluded that traces of oxygen from the gas phase m
have partially reoxidized the Fe complexes. Nevertheless
oxidation could also have been caused by oxygen releas
high temperatures from the zeolite, supporting the ide
Voskoboinikov et al. [26] of an easy oxygen exchangeab
between the zeolite and the Fe-binuclear complexes.

4.3. Heat treatment in the presence of O2

Up to a moderate temperature, the addition of oxy
to the helium flow does not cause significant change
the coordination of iron. Heating Fe/ZSM5 to 160◦C in
oxygen results in an increase of the Fe K pre-edge inten
(Figs. 2a and b) similar to that measured in He at 130◦C
(Fig. 1a and b). As in the case of He, this is ascribed
desorption of water, coordinated to the binuclear comple
upon exposure of the Fe/ZSM5 sample to air. As expecte
desorption of water is not influenced by the presence
oxygen (Fig. 9c).

On the contrary, changes occurring to the binuc
complexes at higher temperatures (from 130 to 350◦C)
appeared to be strongly influenced by the presence of ox
in the gas phase. As seen from Fig. 2b, which colle
the pre-edge features of Fe/ZSM5 heated in oxygen, th
oxidation state of iron remained unchanged (FeIII ) up to
350◦C. This result is confirmed by the position of the
K edge, which overlaps with that of the hematite refere
and of Fe/ZSM5 measured at 30◦C (Fig. 7a). These resul
-

t

t

show that the presence of oxygen in the gas phase (PO2 =
0.5 bar) suppresses the autoreduction capability reve
by the binuclear complexes at the same temperature in
The intensity of the Fe K pre-edge in oxygen at 350◦C is
similar to that of the five-fold coordinated FeIII reference
(Fig. 2b) [35]. Consistently, five oxygen neighbors ha
been identified by the EXAFS analysis (Table 6). As
350◦C in helium, only one oxygen is located in the Fe–3
shell, in agreement with the removal of one water molec
during heating. The distance of the remaining oxygen in
Fe–O3 shell appears to be slightly shortened, pointing t
stronger bond of the Fe to the zeolite Si–O–Si oxygen. S
Fe–O2, assigned to two oxygen atoms of Fe–O–Al bridg
remained unchanged, consistently with the assignmen
can be seen also qualitatively, by comparing thek1 Fourier
transforms depicted in Fig. 7c, the difference in the Fe
coordination of the binuclear complexes at 350◦C in the
presence or absence of oxygen are localized at lowR. The
EXAFS analysis revealed, indeed, that different from
measurement in He at 350◦C, in the presence of oxygen th
coordination number of the Fe–O1 shell remains 2, as it wa
in Fe/ZSM5 measured in He at 30◦C. This result confirms
that the FeII ↔ FeIII red–ox reversibility in the binuclea
complexes is related to one oxygen atom located in shell
O1 (R = 1.86 Å). According to the model proposed by Ch
et al. [10–12] this atom is assigned to a Fe–O–Fe brid
oxygen (Fig. 9e). In the presence of a significant pa
pressure of oxygen in the gas phase its removal (desorp
from the Fe complexes appears to be inhibited.

5. Conclusions

The analysis of the EXAFS and HR-XANES data o
tained from mildly calcined Fe/ZSM5 shows that the ma
jority of iron is present as Fe oxo-hydroxo binuclear co
plexes. The closest Fe–O coordination of the Fe-binuc
complexes can be described with a [HO–Fe–O–Fe–OH]2+
core.

Heat treatments to 350◦C in He and in a 50:50 O2/He
mixture do not cause further agglomeration of iron. Hea
to a moderate temperature (up to∼ 150◦C) results in
the desorption of water from the Fe coordination sph
As expected, desorption of water is unaffected by
composition of the gas phase (He or a 50:50 O2/He
mixture).

On the contrary, the composition of the gas phase stro
influences the changes occurring to the binuclear compl
in the 150–350◦C temperature range. By heating in He
significant fraction of iron is reduced (auto-reduction). T
is accompanied by the removal of approximately one oxy
atom from the closest Fe–O shell, attributed to the Fe–O
bridging oxygen atom. The reduced binuclear comple
appear to be highly unstable and undergo reoxidation
time on stream.
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The presence of oxygen in the gas phase (PO2 = 0.5 bar)
suppresses the auto-reduction capability of the binuc
complexes by inhibiting the removal of the Fe–O–Fe bri
ing oxygen.
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